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Abstract—This paper proposes inverse feature learning as
a novel supervised feature learning technique that learns a
set of high-level features for classification based on an error
representation approach. The key contribution of this method is
to learn the representation of error as high-level features, while
current representation learning methods interpret error by loss
functions which are obtained as a function of differences between
the true labels and the predicted ones. One advantage of such
learning method is that the learned features for each class are
independent of learned features for other classes; therefore, this
method can learn simultaneously meaning that it can learn new
classes without retraining. Error representation learning can also
help with generalization and reduce the chance of over-fitting by
adding a set of impactful features to the original data set which
capture the relationships between each instance and different
classes through an error generation and analysis process. This
method can be particularly effective in data sets, where the
instances of each class have diverse feature representations or the
ones with imbalanced classes. The experimental results show that
the proposed method results in significantly better performance
compared to the state-of-the-art classification techniques for
several popular data sets. We hope this paper can open a new
path to utilize the proposed perspective of error representation
learning in different feature learning domains.
Index Terms—Representation Learning of Error, Inverse Fea-
ture Learning, Classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent feature learning trend and its branches such as deep
learning have offered remarkable performance in image,
speech, and natural language processing. Supervised or un-
supervised representation learning are generally based on
elements such as restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [1],
autoencoder [2, 3], convolutional neural networks (ConvNets)
[4], sparse coding [5, 6], and clustering methods [7, 8, 9]. In
the majority of existing supervised learning and representation
learning methods, the term error refers to a function of the
differences between the true and the predicted labels (i.e., loss
functions). The error is utilized to optimize the training process
or the learned features (e.g., optimizing the weights of neural
nets). However, the notion of error can be considered in a
more general term as a dynamic quantity that can capture the
relationships between the instances and the predicted labels.
Here, we develop a new framework for error generation and
analysis called as error representation learning to learn an
additional set of impactful high-level features.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of error representa-
tion learning and propose inverse feature learning as a feature
learning method based on error representation. This method
is inspired by human’s decision-making process that involves
analysis and inference of results of its decisions. We believe
proper error analysis to interpret error in the form of high-level
knowledge is one of the missing puzzle pieces in the literature
of feature learning. Such a perspective is somehow inspired by
inverse reinforcement learning [10], which attempts to learn
the reward function instead of the optimal policies. The idea
behind the proposed inverse feature learning method as a
supervised feature learning technique is to learn a new set
of high-level features using a trial approach that investigates
the impact of assigning the instances to different labels. This
inverse feature learning method interprets error representation
in the form of several variables which depend on the predicted
labels and the instances rather than the traditional notion of
scalar values (e.g. loss functions).
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed method is
the first work that performs feature leaning based on the
perception of error representation. This method proposes a
new framework of learning by analyzing the interactions of
instances and classes in a trail approach. During this trail
phase, all possible labels are assigned to a test instance
in order to generate the required perspective between the
instances and each label in the form of new features. The
key motivation of this paper is to introduce a new perspective
for error representation in representation learning, and this
basic proposed model can be improved in several levels and
be applied in other domains.
II. RELATED WORKS
The current methods in supervised or unsupervised repre-
sentation learning are developed based on the representation
of data. Some of the popular representation learning methods
include ConvNets, RBMs, autoencoder, clustering methods,
and sparse coding [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Supervised
representation learning typically refers to a class of feature
learning methods where the features are learned using the la-
beled data in a closed-loop manner. Deep learning techniques,
as a subcategory of representation learning, learn a set of
compact and high-level features of each class through multiple
layers.
In recent representation learning methods, the unsupervised
feature learning is usually used for pre-training nets, gener-
ally for deep networks, or for extracting high-level features,
denoising, and dimensionality reductions. The authors in [11]
used unsupervised learning for pre-training deep supervised
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2networks, deep belief networks. Convolutional deep belief
networks have been used for audio data in [12] and image
processing in [7]. The authors in [8] used K-means as cluster-
ing for each layer sequentially in a bottom-up approach and
in an end-to-end way in [13].
Here, we would like to point out the distinctions of the
proposed inverse feature learning techniques related to some
common trends in machine learning. The proposed error
representation learning method learns high-level features de-
pending on the instances and classes. This inverse feature
learning method generates error by trial and calculates the
resultant representation of the error. The proposed method is
considerably different from existing techniques in the literature
since they focus on data representation learning and calculate
errors by the loss functions that take the difference between
the predicted labels and true labels.
This proposed method is different from generative adversar-
ial nets (GANs) [14], which use two separate neural networks
competing against each other with the ultimate goal of gener-
ating synthetic data similar to the original data inputs through
the generator. This proposed method is also different from
similarity learning [15], which learns a similarity function
to measure how similar two objects are, in the sense that it
extracts the relationships between the objects and the classes.
Self-supervised learning methods are based on finding patterns
inside of input instances [16].
The semi-supervised learning and active learning methods
that utilize a combination of classification and clustering are
based on the assumption that the instances which are in the
same cluster have the same label and using this assumption
toward predicting the labels for new instances [17, 18, 19, 20].
In these methods, the instances near the center of clusters are
considered as the most representative objects to determine the
labels. Other approaches including [21, 22] utilized clustering
for active learning in several different ways. The proposed
inverse feature learning technique utilizes clustering for error
representation learning in an innovative framework. Error rep-
resentation learning is based on error generation and analysis
scheme in which the instances are included in different classes
and then clustered to different clusters in order to observe
the relationships between the inserted instances and different
members of each class and the caused effects of that insertion.
Metric learning, similarity learning, techniques in semi-
supervised learning, and adversarial autoencoders like GANs
learning are based on data representation learning with the
same traditional notion of error that refers to calculating the
differences between the true labels and the predicted ones.
However, our proposed method learns the representation of er-
ror that is intentionally generated in a trail process to generate
an error for each class and to process this novel notion of class-
dependent error in the form of features. The aforementioned
methods do not generate and process representation of error
for each and all classes simultaneously as a reference but
rather use the error as a by-product of true and predicted
labels. Therefore, our method develops a novel concept for
error representation.
III. INVERSE FEATURE LEARNING
In this section, we introduce the proposed inverse feature
learning mechanism that learns the representation of error us-
ing a trial approach. The operation of this method for training
and test instances is described in the following sub-sections
III-A and III-B, respectively. The overall block-diagram of this
method is shown in Figure 1.
A. Error Representation Learning for Training Instances
The objective of the inverse feature learning method is to
learn a set of additional features per sample by trial to extract
the relations between the sample and the classes. This process
is performed during two phases for the training and test sets.
In each phase, the samples are assigned to the set of samples
of the available classes one at a time and the changes in the
characteristics of data before and after adding each sample
are analyzed. Here, we provide an overview of the proposed
method.
First, in inner folding phase, we partition the training
instances to inner-training and inner-test sets during each fold
in such a way that each training instance is considered as inner-
test instance once. Then, in layer 1 of the proposed inverse
feature learning, the inner-training samples with the same la-
bels are grouped together. Next, the groups of samples (i.e., the
samples with the same label) are clustered to a pre-determined
number of clusters. The representation of these clusters for
each label are calculated in the form of several intermediate
features. In layer 2, each inner-test sample is intentionally
assigned to all available classes, and then one of two described
strategies are performed to extract and analyze a notation of
error as a means to learn a new set of high-level features.
In layer 3, regardless of the fact that the sample has been
assigned to the right or wrong classes, we measure two sets
of metrics per sample for each class. These two sets of learned
metrics are then added to the original data as the learned
features. Since these features are learned per class, the features
belonging to different classes need to be separated from one
another. Therefore, we embed the corresponding classes of
these feature sets in them by multiplying the corresponding
features of each class to a different large number. The model
is trained and evaluated by adding the learned features per
instance to the set of the primary features of the corresponding
instance for both of training and test instances, respectively.
In the feature learning for training instances, the features are
only learned for inner-test samples, in which their labels are
not considered in the process. The reason is because we aim
to develop a unified framework for feature learning during
the training and test phases in classification, where the test
instances do not have labels.
To formulate the problem, the input training data set is
presented with D = 〈XTrain, Y Train〉, in which XTrain =
{x1, · · · , xn} indicates the set of input training instances and
n shows the number of input instances in the training partition.
Each instance xi = 〈xi,1, · · · , xi,h〉 consists of h features. The
label set is denoted by Y Train, where Y Train = {y1, · · · , yn}
is a vector corresponded with data set XTrain. Thus, yi
shows the corresponding label for xi. Since we focus on
3Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed inverse feature learning method. The figure demonstrates the feature learning process
for both training and test sets. The upper part of the figure depicts the inner-folding for the training set during r rounds. The
one fold of the inner-test in each run is highlighted by green. The lower part of the figure demonstrates the feature learning
process for the test data set.
Fig. 2: Diagram of the main blocks of the proposed feature learning process for the training data set including the inner-folding,
layer 1 (clustering) and layer 2 (adding the inner-test samples). In this example, the number of classes in round j is assumed
as 3 (i.e., qj = 3). It is also assumed that the one fold inner-test includes five samples. These samples are denoted with circles
in layer 2.
classification, the labels are categorical. Z= 〈z1, · · · , zm〉
shows the set of classes, in which m indicates the number
of classes. XTest = 〈x′1, · · · , x
′
f 〉 denotes the test set in which
f refers to the number of test instances. Notation |b| indicates
the number of instances in set b. In continue, we describe the
building blocks of this method with more details, as depicted
in Figure 2.
Inner Folding
The first step is to find the representation of samples
belonging to different classes for both training and test sets.
It is simple to obtain the representation of each class for the
test samples as we can simply partition the training samples
to different classes in order to obtain the representation of
each class. However, the equivalent process of partitioning
is more computationally complex for training samples, since
each sample of the training set should be considered against
all remaining samples with a strategy similar to leave-one-
out cross-validation. In each case, the number of remaining
samples to learn the class representation is n− 1, in which n
denotes the number of training instances. Hence, this process
involves a large number of repetitions of the feature learning
process (i.e., n times) that is not scalable to large data sets.
Therefore, we instead apply a folding mechanism, here called
4as inner folding to only perform the feature learning process
for a limited number of runs (i.e., r-runs, where r  n).
During each round of inner folding, the training samples are
divided into two partitions of inner-training and inner-test
samples.
We introduce inner folding as a partitioning mechanism that
works similar to k-fold cross-validation in terms of partitioning
data, but the objective of this inner folding is different from
typical cross-validation folding methods. Inner folding is a
framework that partitions 〈X train, Y train〉 to r folds. It runs r
times, wherein each run, r− 1 folds are used for training and
1 fold is used for test. Here, each fold is considered as a test
fold only one time. The training and test partitions in each
run are called as inner-training and inner-test, respectively.
Thus, inner folding is different from cross-validation since it
is used as a mechanism to evaluate the characteristics of one
test sample of inner-test against the inner-training samples in
each run.
The inner-training and inner-test sets of the
jth-run of the inner folding are shown with
〈X Inner trainj , Y Inner trainj 〉, and 〈X Inner testj 〉, respectively. Clearly,
XTrain = X Inner testj
⋃
X Inner trainj for each j. The trail process
involves assigning each test instance, ∀x′f ∈ X Inner testj , to
each available label, zi, zi ∈ Z that exists in Y Inner trainj . In
continue, we describe the three layers of error representation
for each run of the inner-folding process.
Algorithm 1: : Clustering and Extracting Intermediate
Features for the jth run.
1: Input: Gj = 〈G1j , · · · , Gqj〉; the number of clusters (k).
2: Output: Calculating the mean of group Gj , clustering
each member of Gj (i.e., Gij) into k clusters,
〈C1
Gij
, · · · , Ck
Gij
〉, and calculating mean, centroid, and
confidence for each cluster.
3: for i=1: qj do
4: Cluster Gij into k clusters.
5: ∀ xt ∈ Gij :
6: for l=1:h do
7: µij,l ← average (xt,l), where xt,l denotes feature l
of sample xt.
8: end for
9: Sort the clusters based on the number of instances in
them : CGij = 〈C1Gij , · · · , C
k
Gij
〉.
10: for a=1:k do
11: Centroid Ca
Gij
← The center of cluster Ca
Gij
.
12: Confidence Ca
Gij
←
|Ca
Gi
j
|
|C
Gi
j
| .
13: Mean Ca
Gij
← mean(∀xt ∈ CaGij ).
14: end for
15: end for
Layer 1: Clustering and Extracting Intermediate Features
As mentioned before, the proposed inverse feature learning
method is designed based on the analysis of error represen-
tation. The error is measured using different metrics after
assignment of the inner-test samples to different classes in
order to investigate the variations in the relative relations
among the samples. To do that, first, the instances of each class
are clustered to a pre-determined number of clusters using
K-means algorithm as an unsupervised learning method. K-
means algorithm is selected as the clustering technique since
it is very fast and can be scaled to high-dimensional data
sets [23]. However, we understand that K-means algorithm
does not perform well in cases, where the instances have
different densities or the instances are distributed in non-
spherical forms. We should note that the proposed inverse
feature learning method is generic and can be implemented
with other clustering techniques.
During each round j of the inner-folding process, the
instances of XInner trainj are first categorized based on their
labels, Y Inner trainj , to Gj = 〈G1j , · · · , Gqjj 〉, in which qj
shows the number of labels in Y Inner trainj . The correspond-
ing input instances and labels of group i during round j, Gij ,
are shown with XInner train,ij . Then, the samples of each class
i, Gij , are clustered to k clusters. These clusters are ordered
based on the number of their member instances and shown
with CGij = 〈C1Gij , · · · , C
k
Gij
〉.
During the clustering, each object is assigned to the cluster
that has the nearest centroid as a mean of its instances based
on a distance metric. The objective function of K-means
is considered to find the centroid1, ..., centroidk in order to
minimize the objective function, O, as described in (1).
O =
k∑
t=1
s∑
l=1
‖xtl − Centroidt‖2 (1)
where s denotes the number of instances in group Gij with
label i, and xtl denotes the instance xl that belongs to cluster
t.
Mean-group is a metric defined as the mean of each group,
Gij . This metric, as described in algorithm 1, is a vector
denoted by µij that its l
th-element is calculated as the average
of lth features of all instances that belong to this group.
In order to evaluate the characteristics of the clusters of
each class, we define three other metrics of confidence, mean,
and centroid, as described in algorithm 1. These measures
act similar to kernel functions of ConvNets to extract the
representation of each cluster. The centroid indicates the center
of a cluster that is obtained by the clustering method. The
Confidence is a singular scalar value and defined as the ratio
of the number of instances of each cluster to the number of all
instances of that class. In other words, the confidence metric is
a membership value that shows the probability that an instance
belongs to a particular class. The mean is a vector with length
h that calculates the average of lth features of all instances
that belong to a cluster. The calculation of these measures in
layer 1 captures the baselines to learn the error as defined in
layer 2.
Layer 2: Error Generation
In machine learning methods, error is the result of differ-
ences between the predicted output and true output that is
5measured by loss functions and used to train the model. In
a simple case, the error is “one” when a predicted label is
incorrect, and the error is “zero” when the predicted label
is correct. In the proposed inverse feature learning method,
instead of using this traditional notion of error, the error is
measured based on resultant representation of assigning the
instances to different classes in a trail approach.
As mentioned earlier, the instances that belong to each
group Gij of G
j= 〈G1j , · · · , Gqjj 〉 have the same label. In
layer 1, the representation of each class and its clusters were
measured using several intermediate features (e.g. the mean
of a class, and the centroid, the mean, and the confidence of
the clusters). The goal of layer 2 is to evaluate the changes
in these intermediate features, and in a more general sense,
the representation of each class using the formed clusters by
adding the test samples of inner-test. In other words, we assign
the samples of the inner-test set to the existing labels one at a
time. Therefore, the term trail refers to the process of inserting
a new inner-test sample, x
′
l ∈ XInner testj , to a group of
samples with the same label, Gij and generating a new set
of (XInner training,ij
⋃
x′l).
We have considered two strategies to evaluate the charac-
teristics of data after addition of new inner-test samples. In
the first strategy, the similarity between the instance and the
centers of clusters of each class is measured to find the closest
one in order to assign that instance to this closest cluster.
In other words, this sample is added to the closest cluster.
Thus, in the first strategy, which is the simpler option, is
to calculate the distances between the sample of inner-test,
x
′
p, (x
′
p ∈ XInnertestj ) and the centers of all clusters in
CGj = 〈C1Gij , · · · , C
k
Gij
〉 (obtained in algorithm 1), and then
assign x
′
p to the closest cluster of the class i. This cluster
is denoted by C∗
Gij
. After that the confidence, centroid, and
mean are only calculated for the nearest cluster. This strategy
is described in Algorithm 2.
In the second strategy, the formed clusters of layer 1,
CGij , are no longer used. Instead, in the this strategy, the
set of instances in each class including the primary and new
instances are clustered again. The first strategy involves less
computations, however, it does not necessarily perform as well
as the the second strategy of re-clustering when the density of
clusters are considerably different. For instance, when there
exists several outliers in the original groups.
Layer 3: Error Calculation
The purpose of layer 1 was to capture the representation of
classes in the form of clusters before the trial process. In layer
2, the representation of each inner-test instance and classes
after the trial was captured when each inner-test instance
is added to a cluster of each class. Now in layer 3, the
representation of error is learned through several high-level
features by non-linear modules as described in following.
These features capture the relationships between the inner-
test samples and the clusters through two feature sets. The
definition of these features are summarized in Algorithm 3.
Feature Set 1: The distances between the new instance
and the clusters of each label
Algorithm 2: : Error Generation using the first strategy.
1: Input: CGij = 〈C1Gij , · · · , C
k
Gij
〉; XInner testj ; the number
of clusters (k).
2: Output: C
′∗
Gij
; µ
′i
j ; Centroid C
′∗
Gij
; Confidence C
′∗
Gij
; and
Mean C
′∗
Gij
.
3: for each x
′
p ∈ XInner testj do
4: Find the closest cluster by measuring the distance
between x
′
p and the center of each cluster,
〈C1
Gij
, · · · , Ck
Gij
〉. The closest cluster is denoted by
C
′∗
Gij
.
Sort the clusters based on their number of instances.
5: ∀ xt ∈ C ′∗Gij :
6: for l=1:h do
7: µ
′i
j,l ← average (xt,l), where xt,l denotes feature l
of sample xt.
8: end for
9: Centroid C
′∗
Gij
← The center of cluster C ′∗
Gij
.
10: Confidence C
′∗
Gij
←
|C′∗
Gi
j
|
|C′
Gi
j
| .
11: Mean C
′∗
Gij
← mean(∀xt ∈ C ′∗Gij ).
12: end for
This feature set captures the representation of error inside of
each class including the distance of this instance to its closest
adjacent instance in the class (feature1.0), the distance of
the instance with the mean-group (feature1.1) as well as the
distance of the inner-test sample with the centers of all clusters
for each class (feature set: feature1.2), the distance of the
inner-test sample with the means of all clusters of each class
(feature set: feature1.3).
Feature Set 2: The changes in class representations
before and after inserting the new inner-test sample
To capture the effects of error in the level of classes, the
distances between the means and confidences of the clusters
of each class, formed in layer 1 and layer 2, are calculated.
Also, the distances between the centers and means of clusters
that were formed in layer 1 and layer 2 within each class
are measured. We also measure the difference between the
confidence metric of original cluster formed in layer 1 and
the cluster including the sample in layer 2 that represents the
membership value denoted by feature2.3.
Each instance in the training is considered as the inner-test
instance for one time and then these features are calculated
for this sample. The learned features in layer 3 are added
to the set of the primary features of that inner-test instance.
Thus, the output of the inner folding is a set of features per
instance of the training. Since these features are calculated
per class, they need to be differentiated from each other.
Therefore, the features of each class are multiplied by the
class ID to be separated from each other. For example, if
we have three classes, a, b, and c, the learned features of
these classes are multiplied to 1, 10, and 20, respectively to
be distinguished from each other. Such separation of learned
6features of different classes cannot be easily handled by
some classification methods, therefore, we utilized ensemble
decision tree as the classifier for our approach to best treat
this proposed embedded distance mechanism. In the following
section, the process of feature learning for the test instances
XTest has been described.
Algorithm 3: : Error Calculation.
1: Input: CGij ; C
′
Gij
; µij ; µ
′i
j ; Centroid CGij ;
Centroid C
′
Gij
; Confidence CGij ; Confidence C
′
Gij
;
Mean CGij ; Mean C
′
Gij
; the number of clusters (k).
2: Output: feature1, · · · , featuree as the vector of
learned features for each instance in XInner testj .
3: for each x
′
l ∈ XInner testj do
4: ========Feature set 1=========
5: −−−−−−−−−−−− 1.0
6: feature1.0 ←
distance(x
′
l, the closest instance in C
′∗
Gij
))
7: −−−−−−−−−−−− 1.1
8: feature1.1 ← distance(x′l, µ
′i
j )
9: −−−−−−−−−−−− 1.2
10: for a=1:k do
11: featurea1.2 ← distance(x
′
l,Centroid C
′a
Gij
)
12: end for
13: −−−−−−−−−−−− 1.3
14: for a=1:k do
15: featurea1.3 ← distance(x
′
l,Mean C
′a
Gij
)
16: end for
17: ========Feature set 2 =========
18: −−−−−−−−−−−− 2.1
19: feature2.1 ← distance(µij , µ
′i
j )
20: −−−−−−−−−−−− 2.2
21: for a=1:k do
22: featurea2.2 ←
distance(Centroid Ca
Gij
,Centroid C
′a
Gij
)
23: end for
24: −−−−−−−−−−−− 2.3
25: for a=1:k do
26: featurea2.3 ←
distance(Confidence Ca
Gij
,Confidence C
′a
Gij
)
27: end for
28: −−−−−−−−−−−− 2.4
29: for a=1:k do
30: featurea2.4 ← distance(Mean CaGij ,Mean C
′a
Gij
)
31: end for
32: end for
B. Error Representation Learning for Test Instances
In this phase, as is shown in Figure 1, the entire training set
along with its additional learned features can be used as the
training instances in the feature learning method (i.e., the inner
folding process is no longer required). Therefore, the training
and test instances are fed to the three-layer feature learning
method to learn corresponding features for the test instances.
We would like to note that the training instances are grouped
based on their labels and then clustered. The test instances,
which their labels are not available, are assigned to the proper
cluster of each label and then the features are learned for each
test instance. Hence, this step does not require the labels of
test instances. Finally, the extended training and test data sets
with the learned features are fed to the classifier.
IV. TIME COMPLEXITY
The proposed inverse feature learning method is developed
based on clustering the data set using K-means algorithm
through a trial process to learn several high-level features
based on representation of error. For the sake of simplicity,
this process is explained in a sequential way (algorithm 1),
however, the process of clustering for different instances can
be performed simultaneously. Therefore, the time complexity
of this method would be a function of time complexity of the
underlying K-means clustering algorithm.
The time complexity of Lloyd’s algorithm of K-means is
O(eknh), in which e is the number of iteration, k is the
number of clusters, n is the number of instances, and h is
the number of features [24]. Since the number of iterations, e,
the number of features, h, and the number of clusters, k, are
constant, the time complexity of this algorithm is linear. In the
second strategy of error generation, the samples in each class
are clustered again after adding a new test sample as described
in Section III-A. Hence, the K-means clustering method is
performed 2 × r times during the inner folding process, in
which the number of runs, r  n, is a constant number. Thus,
the time complexity of the feature learning process is linear.
Obviously, the time complexity of the first strategy in error
generation, where the new instance is added to the cluster
with the closest center is also linear.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed inverse feature learning method using several popular
binary and multi-class data sets. To do so, we compared
its performance versus several classification methods that
only use the original features. We embed the corresponding
classes of learned feature sets of instances by multiplying the
corresponding features of each class to a different number.
All of those features of different classes are added to the
corresponding original set of features of instances. Although,
this multiplication and adding the learned features per class
to the original ones may worsen the performance of some
classifiers as they are required to deal with a bigger set of
features including the original and learned features. Thus,
the classifiers that consider the whole features as a unified
set are subject to a weak performance here. Therefore, we
used boosting decision trees as the main classifier for the
proposed method because it works based on several decision
trees that can better handle a bigger set of features of learned
and original features corresponding to different classes com-
pared to other classifiers. Different metrics including accuracy
and F1 scores are used to evaluate the performance of our
method. Also, we compared the performance of this inverse
7TABLE I: The specification of data sets.
DATA SETS #INSTANCES #FEATURES #CLASS
CRYOTHERAPY 90 7 2
DIABETES 768 8 2
HEART 270 13 2
CREDIT 30000 23 2
SEGMENT 1500 19 7
IONOSPHERE 351 34 2
GLASS 214 9 6
SPAM 4601 57 2
MAGIC 19020 10 2
feature learning versus several deep representation learning
approaches, as described in [25], such as Linear ELM [26],
Deep Belief Networks [27], Stacked Auto-Encoder [11] for
pre-training weights of the deep network alongside a softmax
classifier [28], DrELM [25], and DrELMr [25]. The results
are reported using “Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox”
of MATLAB R©.
We evaluated the results of our method over several runs for
different data sets and the results showed very small variances.
Theoretically speaking, since we just added a number of
features and used the common classifiers that do not depend
on stochastic behaviors; therefore, the results only have very
small variances over different runs. The only stochastic part
of the method is the clustering, where the clustering methods
such as k-means can be easily stabilized [29, 30] and are used
in feature learning methods [8, 9].
A number of common data sets with a different number of
instances, features, and classes are used in this study including
Cryotherapy, Heart, Segment, Magic, Letter, Credit, Spam,
and Ionosphere [31]. The characteristics of these data sets are
summarized in Table I. The reported results are obtained using
k-fold cross-validation. Let us first describe the parameters
involved in the proposed method before presenting the results.
As described in Section III, the feature learning process for
training data is based on a r-fold inner folding process, where
r shows the number of folds. Each round of inner folding
involves clustering the training data set using K-means, in
which k is the number of clusters. The clustering can be
performed using various distance metrics such as Minkowski,
Euclidean, Cosine, Jaccard, City Block among other distance
metrics. The corresponding parameters used in the proposed
inverse feature learning method for the results in Table IV
are described. The number of folds for cross-validation of the
baseline classifier in Table II is selected as 5 or 10 as used for
the proposed method in the second column of Table IV.
The reported results are based on using the first strategy
of error generation (i.e., assigning the test instances to the
closest cluster). The results are reported for the case that the
proposed inverse feature learning method is performed over
boosting decision trees classifier. The reason behind selecting
the boosting decision trees is its robust performance versus
different feature sets per class since we embedded the label
of each class in the learned features of that class. Different
baseline classifiers such as Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Tree,
K-nearest neighbors (KNNs), and an Ensemble Classifier in
form of boosting decision trees, as the same classifier that
we used for inverse feature learning, are used for the sake of
comparison.
As it can be seen in Table II, the proposed feature learning
method provides considerably better results in different data
sets compared to the known classifiers that only work with
original features. It means that the learned features using
our method can significantly improve the results of popular
classifiers. The parameters of the proposed feature learning
method are fine-tuned based on the data sets as described in
Table IV. In Table IV, the third column describes the set of
learned features (as described in Algorithm 3) that are used
for each dataset. The fourth column of this table describes the
underlying distance metric used for clustering. In this table,
L refers to the layer, and its following number refers to the
levels of layers. For example, L1 refers to layer 1. The distance
metrics are abbreviated. For example, ‘CB’ refers to City
Block, ‘JA’ stands for Jaccard and ‘EU’ represents Euclidean
distance.
We also compared the result of the proposed method in
terms of accuracy with several most known approaches that
learn deep representation in Table III. As it can been seen
in the table, the proposed method can provide comparable
results with these methods or outperform for some data sets,
while it is worth noting that our method can learn new classes
in an incremental manner without modifying the learned
features of previous classes. However, the deep representation
learning generally cannot be easily scaled-up to learn new
classes without re-training. Based on the well-known “no free
lunch” theorem, there is no method that is superior to other
methods over all data sets. As it can be seen in Table III, for
Diabetes data set, the accuracy of the inverse feature learning
is just about 1% below than DrELMr [25] and the accuracy
for Segment data set is 2.2% better than the known deep
representation leanings as the-state-of-art in recent literature.
We should note that we evaluated the performance of
this inverse feature learning method using other clustering
techniques such as spectral clustering (e.g., DBSCAN [32]).
Using this clustering method led to better results since it can
handle different data densities in better forms. However, this
clustering works based on graph Laplacian matrix that requires
a considerable memory to operate, therefore, it was not easily
feasible for large scale data sets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose error representation learning as a
new feature learning trend that deals with error as a dynamic
component that can disclose a valuable set of information
about the relations of the instances and the classes. To the
best of our knowledge, current machine learning methods
interpret the error in a simple notion of a constant scalar that
evaluates the differences between the true and the predicted
labels. In this paper, we propose a general concept of error
representation that can evaluate the error in several new
levels in order to learn high-level and explicable features by
trial. The proposed feature learning method based on error
representation, called as inverse feature learning adds the
set of learned features to the set of primary features. The
inverse feature learning method is performed in a hierarchical
structure by evaluating the results of adding each instance of
interest to available classes using several different metrics.
8TABLE II: The comparison of accuracy and F1 score of the baseline classifiers and the inverse feature learning. We have
evaluated the performance of data sets with several popular classifiers libraries in MATLAB and sklearn including SVMs
and logistic regressing but only the best results among different classifiers are reported. In the proposed method, the learned
features are independent of the classifier, hence using a better classifier can achieve higher accuracy over our learned features
as it does over other sets of features.
# DATA SETS NAIVE BAYES KNN DECISION TREE ENSEMBLE INVERSE FEATURE LEARNING
F1 ACCURACY F1 ACCURACY F1 ACCURACY F1 ACCURACY F1 ACCURACY
1 CRYOTHERAPY 0.9109 0.9098 0.8994 0.9054 0.9221 0.9321 0.8656 0.8791 0.9666 0.9667
2 HEART 0.7910 0.7864 0.7975 0.8115 0.7627 0.7827 0.7773 0.7890 0.8567 0.8593
3 SEGMENT 0.8898 0.8844 0.9607 0.9600 0.9393 0.9439 0.9762 0.9761 0.9804 0.9807
4 GLASS 0.5396 0.6155 0.7477 0.7512 0.6571 0.6925 0.7085 0.7470 0.7809 0.7850
5 MAGIC 0.6907 0.7603 0.8013 0.8244 0.8084 0.8214 0.8549 0.8699 0.8597 0.8753
6 DIABETES 0.6797 0.7193 0.6569 0.6950 0.6825 0.7118 0.6883 0.7181 0.7456 0.7721
7 IONOSPHERE 0.9019 0.8961 0.8956 0.9011 0.8691 0.8835 0.9243 0.9257 0.9564 0.9601
8 SPAM 0.5147 0.5241 0.9129 0.9184 0.9127 0.9186 0.9464 0.9552 0.9562 0.9583
9 CREDIT 0.4979 0.7193 0.6110 0.7276 0.6238 0.7394 0.6714 0.8072 0.6783 0.8109
TABLE III: Comparison of the performance of the proposed
inverse feature learning method with the reported results in
[25] in terms of accuracy for two data sets of Segment and
Diabetes. The reported results of other methods were tuned to
provide their best performance.
DATA SETS SEGMENT DIABETES
LINEAR ELM [26] 0.8661 0.7459
DEEP BELIEF NETWORKS [27] 0.9551 0.7805
STACKED AUTO-ENCODER [11] 0.9568 0.7783
DRELM 0.9530 0.7763
DrELMr 0.9579 0.7822
INVERSE FEATURE LEARNING 0.9807 0.7721
TABLE IV: The description of parameters used in the pro-
posed inverse feature learning method.
DATA SETS K-FOLD r k FEATURE SET DISTANCE METRICS
CRYOTHERAPY 10 5 5 2.2 L1,3:CB, L2:JA
HEART 10 2 3 1.0, 1.2, 1.3 L1:EU, L2: CB
SEGMENT 10 5 5 1.0, 1.1, 2.1, 2.4 L1,3:CB, L2:JA
GLASS 5 5 3 1.1 L1:EU, L2,3:JA
MAGIC 10 5 10 2.1, 2.4 L1,3:EU, L2:JA
DIABETES 5 2 10 2.1, 2.4 L1,3:EU, L2:JA
CREDIT 10 5 10 1.0, 1.1 L1,3:CB, L2:JA
IONOSPHERE 5 5 5 1.0 L1:CB, L2:JA, L3:EU
SPAM 10 3 15 2.3 L1:EU, L2,3: JA
The experimental results show the significant performance of
this feature learning method compared to several state-of-the-
art classification methods and some of the most known deep
representation learning methods.
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